Comparison of the hemocyanin beta-barrel with other Greek key beta-barrels: possible importance of the "beta-zipper" in protein structure and folding.
The Greek key beta-barrel topology is a folding motif observed in many proteins of widespread evolutionary origin. The arthropodan hemocyanins also have such a Greek key beta-barrel, which forms the core of the third domain of this protein. The hemocyanin beta-barrel was found to be structurally very similar to the beta-barrels of the immunoglobulin domains, Cu,Zn-superoxide dismutase and the chromophore carrying antitumor proteins. The structural similarity within this group of protein families is not accompanied by an evolutionary or functional relationship. It is therefore possible to study structure-sequence relations without bias from nonstructural constraints. The present study reports a conserved pattern of features in these Greek key beta-barrels that is strongly suggestive of a folding nucleation site. This proposed nucleation site, which we call a "beta-zipper," shows a pattern of well-conserved, large hydrophobic residues on two sequential beta-strands joined by a short loop. Each beta-zipper strand is near the center of one of the beta-sheets, so that the two strands face each other from opposite sides of the barrel and interact through their hydrophobic side chains, rather than forming a hydrogen-bonded beta-hairpin. Other protein families with Greek key beta-barrels that do not as strongly resemble the immunoglobulin fold--such as the azurins, plastocyanins, crystallins, and prealbumins--also contain the beta-zipper pattern, which might therefore be a universal feature of Greek key beta-barrel proteins.